CoFeZr-Al 2 O 3 nanocomposite films of 3-5 mm thickness, containing metallic alloy nanoparticles embedded into the dielectric alumina matrix, have been deposited on a glass ceramic substrate using magnetron sputtering of composite target in Ar gas ambient. Measurements of AC conductance and lagging have been performed within the frequency range of 50 Hz-1 MHz at the temperatures from 79 K to 373 K in the initial (as-deposited) samples as well as directly after their isochronous (15 min) annealings within the temperature range from 398 K to 648 K with 25 K step.
Introduction
Among nanostructured materials granular nanocomposites FeCobased ferro-magnetic alloy -amorphous dielectric matrix rank a special place. Though looking homogeneous on the macroscopic scale, such binary composite nanostructures are disordered and inhomogeneous in nanoscale. Depending on the metallic phase concentration x, the electrical properties of such mixtures can be varied between those of the matrix and those of the filler. In the typical binary composite materials a critical concentration, percolation threshold x C [1] , is reached when a continuous conducting cluster of filler (metallic phase) particles is formed through the sample.
Important applications of these systems are conductive adhesives, protection layers against electromagnetic radiation and novel electronic and magnetoelectronic devices [2] . Note that granular metal-dielectric nanocomposites (MDNC) with randomly distributed metallic nanoparticles in the dielectric matrix, show extremal characteristics (including the highest values of tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect) just at approaching the x C [1] when metallic nanoparticles only begin to form continuous current conducting metallic net. This makes MDNCs with the percolative configuration very attractive for the manufacturing of magnetosensors working in high-frequency regimes.
As follows changing the position of the x C gives the possibility to tune the composite properties. The controllable thermal subjections after the composite synthesis can be one of the important methods for varying the x C position and therefore changing structural and electric properties of the MDNC materials.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the influence of short isochronous annealings on AC conductivity of the composite films (FeCoZr) x -(Al 2 O 3 ) 100Àx deposited in pure argon ambient.
Experimental
The (Co 45 Fe 45 Zr 10 ) x (Al 2 O 3 ) 100Àx films of 3-5 mm thicknesses were prepared by ion-beam sputtering in a chamber evacuated with pure argon at a pressure of 8.0 Â 10 À2 Pa. A special construction of compound target allowed getting the film with a wide region of metal-to-dielectric ratios x (31 x 64 at.%) on the class ceramic substrate in one deposition procedure [3] . Preliminary investigation of the Mö ssbauer spectra, magnetization, magneto-resistance and DC/AC conductance of the studied MDNCs have revealed that their magnetic state and carrier transport properties were strongly dependent on the metal-to-dielectric ratios x [4] [5] [6] [7] . In particular, before the percolation threshold (x < x C z 45-47 at.%) nanocomposites showed superparamagnetic state whereas beyond the x C they were in the ferro-magnetic state. Moreover, it was proved that the mechanism of electron transport in the studied films was changed from hopping by localized states in the dielectric Al 2 O 3 matrix to metallic regime when crossing the x C .
Results and discussion
The results of temperature-frequency dependences for real part of AC conductivity s real (T, f) before and after some stages of 15 min annealings are shown in Figs. 1-3 for the samples of three characteristic compositions: with x values of z31 at.% (far below the x C ), z42 at.% (near the x C ) and z64 at.% (far beyond the x C ). The comparison of s real (T, f) dependences, presented in these figures, shows that their behaviour for the films studied is strongly changed when crossing x C for both the as-deposited films and the samples subjected to isochronous annealing.
As follows from our experiments (see, Fig. 1a ), in the composition region of 31 < x < 40 at.% curves s real (T) for as-deposited samples are not dependent on frequency at f < 100 kHz and characterized by positive temperature coefficient of conductivity (ds/ dT) at T < 290 K which is changed into (ds/dT) > 0 with their smaller absolute magnitudes at T > 290 K. At f > 100 kHz we can observe in the as-deposited samples appearance of s real (f) dependences at all measurement temperatures and a monotonous increase of s real with T that confirms the predominance of activational character of conductivity (with hopping of electrons at the localized states in the alumina matrix [7] ).
After annealings (see, Fig. 1b-d) s real for most temperatures T begins to depend on frequency at f < 50 kHz remaining as before invariable at lower f. Moreover, for the films with x < 40 at.% some shape which becomes apparent at 150 < T < 290 K (see, curves 3 and 6 in Fig. 1b) . In so doing, the highest drop for the sigmoidal parts of s real (f) is observed after low-temperature annealings at T ann w 398-423 K and then this drop is narrowed with T ann , however, extending to the lowest temperatures of measurements (down to 79 K in Fig. 1d) . After annealings at the highest value of T ann ¼ 648 K a simple sigmoidal shape of s real (f) at T > 250 K is transformed into the double sigmoidal curve (see, curves 5-7 in Fig. 1d) . As a whole, for x < 40 at.% the s real (f) dependences are described by the relation which is characteristic of hopping conductance
where s o is the coefficient and the exponent a has maxima in the inflection points of sigmoidal s real (f) curves. In accordance with a model of hopping conduction developed in [8], s real (f) dependences have sigmoidal character due to the dependence of the exponent a in (1) on proportion of probability p for the electron to make jump from the ground state in the line of the external electric field and probability (1 -p) for him to return back to the initial Note that actual independence of the positions of curves in Fig. 1 for T ¼ 79 K on T ann indicates the lack of structure relaxation (invariability of the localized states density) in dielectric matrix after all stages of annealings studied.
In the initial films with x around the x C (w42 O 49 at.%) conductivity increases but the s real (f) dependences practically stop to depend on frequency (excluding the highest T) and show s real (T) mixed between the samples with x < 40 at.% and x > 49 at.% (Fig. 2a) . This means the presence of competition between the activational (giving (ds/dT) > 0) and the metallic (giving (ds/ dT) < 0) mechanisms of carrier transport for these samples. After annealing the s real (T) behaviour again corresponds to the activational law with (ds/dT) > 0 but without sigmoidal s real (f) (as was observed for x < 40 at.%). In so doing, the values of s real (79 K) are increased a little and a in eq.
(1) decreases with T ann for this kind of samples that shows the change of hopping conditions in dielectric matrix (probably due to the influence of tunneling contribution as observed in [3] after continuous (not step-like) annealing of the samples with x < 40 at.%).
As can be seen in Fig. 3a , at 49 < x 64 at.% progress of s real (T) in the as-deposited films corresponds to the power-like law with (ds/dT) < 0 that correlates with metallic behaviour observed for DC conductance in these samples [3, 5, 6] . Moreover, the initial films beyond the x C display strong increase of s real with x (as compared with that in the samples with x z x C ) and vanishing of its dependence on frequency. However, after the annealing procedure progress of s real (T) begin drastically to depend on T ann . For example, in the annealed at T ann 498 K the samples with x z 53 at.% shape of s real (T) is not dependent on T ann whereas at T ann ! 498 K progress of s real (T) is drastically transformed changing the sign of (ds/dT) from positive at low temperatures to (ds/dT) < 0 at high temperatures. For the films with x values around 64 at.% after annealings at T ann ! 498 K the sign of (ds/dT) becomes positive at all temperatures of measurements (see, Fig. 3c,d ) that probably indicates recovery of non-metallic behaviour of annealed samples. The reasons for this change of (ds/dT) sign in the nanocomposites with the initially metallic behaviour require additional study of structural transformations in the composites after annealings. But in any case, in our opinion, there are two possible reasons for this transformation of the carrier transport mechanisms in the samples far beyond of the percolation threshold under subjection of the step-like isochronous annealing procedure: (i) recrystallization of metallic phase as was observed in [3] ; (ii) break-down of the continuous percolative net consisting of metallic nanoparticles.
Taking into account that recrystallization of metallic percolative net observed in [3] after continuous (not step-like) annealing at much higher temperatures (starting with 750 K for the samples beyond the x C ) than maximal T ann z 647 K in our experiments, we can suggest predominance of the reason (ii). We can associate the above mentioned recovery of the dielectric state in the initially metallic samples with the oxidation of metallic nanoparticles, forming percolative net, by oxygen atoms randomly distributed by the as-deposited nanocomposites. The possibility of oxidation is confirmed by an excess of oxygen content in the studied samples over its stoichiometric value in alumina estimated from the Backscattering Spectrometry results shown in Fig. 4 1 . As can be seen, the observed ratio O/Al z 0.45/0.23 z 2 exceeds the stoichiometric 1.5 for Al 2 O 3 ).
Conclusion
The studied nanocomposites reveal strong variations of AC electrical conductivity with temperature and frequency after steplike isochronous (15 min) annealings within the temperature range from 398 K to 648 K. The observed s real (T, f) dependences in the asdeposited films display transition from dielectric to metallic behaviour when crossing the percolation threshold x C . After annealing of the samples below the x C the s real (T, f) progress follows the hopping law with the sigmoidal frequency dependence. The samples being far beyond the percolation threshold revealed transition from metallic to activational s real (T) law after hightemperature annealing attributed to the internal oxidation of metallic nanoparticle by excess of oxygen presented in the asdeposited samples.
